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I have to say, the first three months of the year have been the most hectic to date!
The Ogden Trust Primary Programme continues to thrive and expand!
The primary team have been extremely busy developing the next CPD unit - ‘Light &
Sound’. We are hosting two ‘Train the Trainer’ events in April, ready for the big
launch in May. Also, Kirstin has been busy developing the EYFS science resources
(even though she is on maternity leave – that’s dedication!). We are excited to be
releasing fantastic new resources for Early Years teachers in the summer term.
Our interview in this edition, is with the incredibly talented Mr Joe Abbott, consultant
paediatric eye surgeon from Birmingham Children’s Hospital. Joe has been a great
supporter of our work and recently was our keynote speaker at a conference we
held at King Edward’s School on ‘Light & Sound’ (for nearly 80 Birmingham primary
teachers). Joe described his every day work, showed real-life footage of eye
surgery (not for the squeamish!) and explained how physics is fundamental to his
choice of career. You can read all about this on p11.
It’s been an absolute pleasure to read the positive comments from a recent survey
conducted by head office about partnerships (see p4). One comment that stood out
was:
‘It’s amazing to think how much of a difference The Ogden Trust has made to the
provision of science at my school’ Doug Ashton, King’s Norton Primary School
(Birmingham Five Ways Primary Partnership).
These comments inspired us to apply for the TES ‘Science Team of the Year Award’!
We wait with apprehension to see if we have been shortlisted (April 15th) – fingers
crossed, wish us luck!
Wendy and team

www.ogdentrust.com

@ogdenprimary
@phizzinews
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Phiz Lab Focus
Our Lady of the Assumption
Catholic Primary School - Phiz Lab no. 5

‘I thought the science workshop was really fun - I love learning
about scientific things’ -Tegan -Year 3

‘The Phiz lab is brilliant - we learn lots and do
great experiments’ - Riley - Year 5

‘I wish we could do science
every day’ - Ryan - Year 5
‘We had a fun lesson and learnt a lot because we turned
wee into water and we worked in groups’ - Miles - Year 3

‘I liked working with Mrs Poole - she was
fantastic and cool’ - Niamh - Year 3
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Phizzi Lab Future
Lab Re-launch
MP Chris White officially opened the newly refurbished Phiz Lab at Shrubland Street Primary School. The Lab
is run by Ogden Teacher Fellow Amanda Poole with the support of Science Specialist TA Sam Croston.
Shrubland Street is home to the first Ogden Trust Phiz Lab, but over the past three years has grown out of its
original space. Over the summer holidays, the lab was moved to a bigger classroom and refurbished to create
a fantastic primary science learning space for both children and teachers. This is thanks to the support of the
Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT) who funded the redevelopment of the Lab, to help us create a Centre
of Excellence for Primary Science.
The lab opening was attended by many special guests including members of the Leamington Spa Ogden
Primary Partnership. There has been a huge increase in Primary Science CPD delivered from the Phiz Lab
since September, which is having significant benefits to the school improvement of the 12 primary schools who
now work together in this partnership. The Phiz Lab is a PSQM Hub with many of the partner schools in
possession of or working towards Silver and Gold PSQM.
The Shrubland Street pupils were excellent ambassadors for the amazing learning that goes on in this school
and amazed all the guests with their passion for science. There were children present from Year 2 to Year 6
who all confidently shared their experiences of science at Shrubland Street as well as describing the wealth of
extra-curricular activities that they participate
in, which includes Space Camps, KS1 STEM
Club, KS2 STEM Club, Astro STEM and
Destination Imagination STEAM Club.
It was a wonderful occasion, celebrating the
many partnerships that have been established
to improve the quality of primary science
provision across Warwickshire and Coventry.
The lab runs one or more full days of physics
focused CPD every month for teachers in the
local area and beyond. Recently the lab has
also become a hub for CPD courses offered by
the National Science Learning Centre,
providing further opportunities for local
teachers. The Shrubland Street team is now
working with Warwickshire County Council to
plan how to work with clusters across the
County to replicate the partnership model
which has had such a positive impact on pupils
and teachers in Leamington Spa and Coventry.
Amanda Poole

Amanda Poole is currently engaged in a PhD research project investigating the
impact of labs in primary schools with the support of The Ogden Trust.
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Phizzi Pioneers
Ogden Trust Survey
What is the main effect the partnership has had on your students?
The Ogden
Trust partnership has enriched all of our KS1 and KS2 pupils
throughout the year. We have benefited from G&T science sessions, taken whole
classes from KS2 and KS1 to the Phiz Lab at Chipping Campden for a science lesson, signed up
for the Bradford Schools Telescope project and had funding via The Ogden Trust for science competition
prizes. Through funding for the PSQM and the additional focus this gave the school, the students have all stated that
they enjoy science a lot more now and in particular the whole school science day.
The fact that Wendy and Jackie came into school to judge the solar eclipse competition and then put the winning entries
into you latest Ogden Trust magazine had a great effect on the science in school and really lifted its profile with the
pupils and parents.
Many thanks for your funding and continued support.
Angela Marsh, Mickleton Primary School (Chipping Campden Primary Partnership)

Children at
our school have had
increased opportunities in science.
Being in a partnership with The Ogden
Trust has been extremely beneficial.

The
main effect the partnership has
had, has been to enable teachers to plan
and deliver lessons with the resources provided by
The Ogden Trust.

Saul Ratcliffe, Our Lady's Catholic Primary
Lucy Hartwright, St Margaret's CE Junior
School (Birmingham East Primary
My
School (Leamington Spa Primary
Partnership)
students have seen science in
Partnership)
a positive light and embraced a very
New
exciting science fair.
opportunities have opened
Carolynne Evans, Heathland Primary
up
through
sharing resources, ideas
School (Birmingham Five Ways
and
expertise,
such as working with the
Primary)
local grammar school and hosting /going to
'family learning nights' which have inspired
My
pupil's enthusiasm and passion for physics.
students have found passion for
science. The Trust has particularly benefited our
Sue Godson, St Nicholas’ Primary (Bidford
Pupil Premium children. The science fairs at Warwick
Primary Partnership)
University have provided our children with a platform to showcase
their enthusiasm for science and they are growing more and more
The
popular every year, with increasing numbers of pupils taking part in
greatest
effect
of the partnership
individual/joint projects. We have been fortunate enough to have come
back in school is when we have been given
away with awards each year!
ideas or shared ideas to make science teaching
Celina Bennett, Earlsdon Primary School (Leamington Spa
exciting, relevant and FUN for the children.
Partnership)
Linda Jeffcutt, Blockley CofE Primary (Chipping
Campden Primary Partnership)
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Phizzi Progression
Phizzi Foundation

Science Talk

Physics Focus Early Years - Engaging Pupils in Scientific Enquiry
The focus is less about science content, and more about children gaining confidence to make statements, test
an idea and change their views when new evidence is presented to them. This also allows greater scope and
creativity for the teacher, knowing you are not pinned down to a particular concept or theme and that you can
learn together.

Main
Aimsof
ofScience
Science
Talk:
Main Aims
Talk:
• To develop pupil questioning
• To improve scientific literacy
• To develop pupil confidence in using scientific enquiry skills

Engage
5 minutes
What do you know about...?
Pupils use their senses to make
observations and ask questions.

The model can be adapted to suit all ages,
as it focuses on the quality of scientific
questioning and enquiry rather than
varying levels of scientific knowledge and
understanding.

Sustain
20 minutes
What happens if...?
Follow a line of enquiry that enables pupils
to test an idea and solve a problem.

Conclude
5 minutes
What do you think now?
Use their findings to draw
simple conclusions and
relate to real life.

Electricity: Sticky Static
Early learning goals:
C&L 03 Speaking: Children develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events.
UW 14 The world: Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things.

Activity: Balloon Beards
•

Begin by allowing children to handle the balloons. Record any interesting comments/observations. If the children do not have experience
of static electricity, through play, direct this using a child (or teacher) with long hair, a woolly jumper, the video of the cat and the balloons.

•

Use 1 white balloon per table (with a pre-drawn face) and a paper plate of cracked black pepper.

•

In small groups set them a simple challenge: Ask the children how they could get the pepper to ‘stick’ to the balloon without using glue or
tape to make a beard.

•

Use the key questions below to guide the discussion.

•

Model how to pose investigative questions using, “What would happen if…?” and encourage children to pose their own and find the
answers (e.g. use a different material to rub the balloon on or to pick up). Allow time to explore these ideas. Draw the discussion together
in a circle at the end of the session.

Resources

Health & Safety

Balloons/pump
Black marker pens
Paper plates (several per table)
Cracked black pepper (using ground pepper is
more tricky to control and more likely to induce
sneezing)
Other herbs/spices
Large paper, crayons, materials for recording
Film clips (if desired)
http://dailypicksandflicks.com/2015/03/29/
static-cat-vs-balloons-video/

Allergies: Balloons contain latex; pepper (or other
herbs/spices which may aggravate sensitivities)

Questions
Q. What does the balloon feel like to touch?
Q. How is the pepper different/similar to the balloon?
Q. How could we get the pepper to stick to the
balloon without touching it?
Q. What would happen if… (…we used salt? …we
rubbed the balloon on a different material?)
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Phizzi Progression
Phizzi Focus KS1
Engaging Pupils in Scientific Enquiry
Books as Hooks: Electricity and Materials
Begin by reading the story Blackout by John Rocco. Direct the children to think about the question “What might have stopped the electricity
working?” Discuss reasons and consider possible problems. Show the children a broken circuit where a bulb/buzzer doesn’t work, "What
might the boy need to know to fix this problem?" Provide a range of resources for the children to explore and use, to solve the problem. Ask,
"What would happen if the boy tried to fix the circuit with...?" and engage pupils in generating questions to investigate.

Possible Resources:

Key Questions

Book Blackout by John Rocco or read the story online:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aERzxbrjr8
Photos/posters of electricity pylons, electrical equipment
and circuit symbols
Circuit equipment
Range of materials (fabric, metal objects, plastic objects)
Paper (squared, plain, lined)
Tape, glue, scissors, Sellotape, masking tape
Camera / iPad to take photo evidence
Smiley face scales (to evaluate finished designs)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Engage: Read the story and ask the
children, “What might have stopped
the electricity working?” Discuss
reasons and consider possible
problems .
"What might the boy need to know
to fix this problem?"
Collect ideas in pairs or on a class
board.

If you are the science coordinator, encourage the school to
purchase a class A1 Big Book for recording each science
exploration day activity – great evidence for visitors and report
writing.

Assessment: Expected Outcomes
Children working at National Expectations will:
• Compare, sort and group (these are the same
because…)
• Observe changes over time
• Notice patterns and relationships (if I do this…this
happens…)
• Ask questions (what happens if I…?)
• Use people and secondary sources to find answers
• Use simple and appropriate measuring equipment
• Talk about their findings
• Record and communicate their findings
• Use age-appropriate scientific language

Cross-curricular Links
Literacy – reading the story; writing a diary from the
boy’s point of view; dark night/blackout poems;
Mathematics – measuring length of wires in the
circuit; recording results using charts and diagrams;
Art – sky at night pictures; cityscapes; silhouette
paintings/collages.

What would happen if we changed the
material in the circuit?
What would happen if we changed the
length of the wire?
What might happen to the equipment
when the electricity comes back on?

Evaluate: Refer back to the original
problem. Review findings and ask
children to present (new) ideas or
evidence from their activities.

Elaborate: Carry out pupil-led
investigation based on their
questions and ideas following the
exploration.
Most likely, this will be to investigate
a range of materials which could 'fix'
the broken circuit. (Allow pupils to
follow own enquiry paths).
As the teacher, facilitate focused
enquiry through probing questions.
Observe pupil responses, processes
and record through photographs and
post-it notes.

Explore: Use photos of electricity
pylons, electrical equipment and
circuit symbols to prompt
discussion. Also have some circuit
equipment available on the tables
and allow the children to explore.
Explain: Ask the children to record
their existing ideas on whiteboards
or paper.
"What do you already know about
electricity?" (use these to sort a
series of 'true/false/don't know'
statements to elicit starting point).
Ask the children: "What are the
dangers of using/playing with
electricity/electrical objects?"
Show a broken circuit then pose the
problem: "What would happen if the
boy tried to fix the circuit with...?"
and engage pupils in generating
questions.

Possible Trips and Visits
National Space Centre Sir Patrick Moore Planetarium, Leicester: http://www.spacecentre.co.uk/?gclid=CLqJgf217coCFRSNGwodHY8FQQ
Royal Observatory Peter Harrison Planetarium, Greenwich: http://www.rmg.co.uk/royal-observatory/planetarium-astronomy-centre
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Phizzi Progression
5 Minute Physics – KS2 Electricity
Circuits need a power source (cell or battery) which is connected with wires to other components, such as
buzzers or bulbs. Electric current will only flow if the circuit is complete.
Materials that let electricity pass through are called conductors.
Materials that do not let electricity pass through are called insulators.

Y4 pupils should be able to:
• construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its
basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers
• identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit,
based on whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a
battery
• recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this
with whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit
There are many games that use the concept of completing a circuit to get a bulb to light or a buzzer to buzz
and pupils can design and make their own electrical games.
This quiz board is a nice way of
encouraging them to put their
knowledge to the test! The
matching Q&A are connected
with a wire hidden on the back
of the card. When the correct
pair are matched at the front the
bulb lights up.
Equipment:
A4 sheet of card
Battery
Bulb
Connecting wires
Buzzer or bulb

Some primary schools have recommended using pens with conducting inks to replace the wire connections –
let us know if you have. It would be great to see photos of any circuit games your classes make.
http://www.circuitscribe.com/
www.mindsetsonline.co.uk
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Phizzi Peers
Book and
Toy Reviews

All reviews by Ruby, aged 9.
Earlsdon Primary School,
Coventry.
I loved this book! The illustrations are fantastic and inspired me to draw my own inventions. I think the main character, Rosie, is
a great role model for girls to be interested in engineering, science and inventing. We have been learning about the Growth
Mindset at my school and Rosie definitely has one of those. She shows us how to be resilient which means keep trying when
things go wrong. I really like that she learns to focus on the things that go right as well as the things that go wrong. The pages
that tell you about all the famous women who flew the early planes were really interesting too.
Goldie Blox and the Spinning Machine – This is a brilliant toy but I might be just a little bit too old for it.
You read the story and then build machines that fit with it. It is great fun building a machine to help
Goldie’s dog Nacho chase his tail. The illustrations are bright, colourful and fun. I learnt all about how a
belt drive works and at the end of the story there are lots of exciting problem solving challenges where
you can use the kits to make more machines with belt drives. I enjoyed making up my own stories with
the machine that I invented and the colourful characters. It would be even better if there were more parts
in the kit for me to invent bigger and better machines.
Lottie Dolls – Fossil Hunter Lottie and Stargazer Lottie are my favourites of all the
things that I have reviewed. They are beautiful dolls, and I really love dolls. They wear
a clothes style that I would quite like to wear and look really cool. The best thing is
that they do really interesting scientific jobs and they have tools to help them. Fossil
Hunter Lottie has got her backpack full of tools for collecting fossils and Stargazer
Lottie has an amazing telescope. I have really enjoyed playing with them and I think
they will inspire girls to want to grow up to be palaeontologists or astronomers – I
would prefer to be a palaeontologist because they get to work in warm deserts but
astronomers have to go out in the cold.
Earlsdon Primary School, Coventry is home to Phiz Lab on Wheels – a pilot project to explore how science learning environments can
be created in schools without space for a Phiz Lab.
Thanks to Ruby for her reviews. If a child in your school would like to review science-based books, toys or films to share with our
readers then please get in touch.
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Phizzi Forces
Belfast High School Workshop
The Phizzi Forces workshop held at Belfast High School was attended by all
Fellows plus friends, making a total of 30 teachers. The session was
delivered by another PSTT/Ogden Fellow Amanda Poole with Dr Kath
Gibson, physics teacher at BHS. The morning was greeted apprehensively by
the attendees as it was all about subject knowledge but Kath and Amanda
soon put us at our ease and most of us were surprised about how much we
could actually remember from our school days. This was followed up in the
afternoon with hands-on activities from the resource box. This model really
works, as all present left feeling the day had been very informative and
productive. The boxes were taken away and immediately shared with staff
back at school. Other groups from PSTT have booked their sessions and are
looking forward to getting their hands on the resources too.
Well done Ogden Trust, a worthwhile partnership.
Kathy Schofield, College Director, PSTT

Lab_13 Gillespie
At the end of January, 20 teachers from schools across London made their way to Lab_13 Gillespie, a space in
a North London primary school where children come to investigate their own questions about science and turn their
ideas for inventions into reality. I have been working there for the past two years as Gillespie’s Scientist / Inventor in
Residence. My job is to turn the children into mini scientists, thinkers and makers, and support teachers in and beyond
my school with their science teaching.
The 20 teachers visiting my lab in January came from all over London, but they all had something very special in
common: they were all from schools that have, or are in the process of introducing, SHINE Labs! They came together at
Lab_13 Gillespie for their first Ogden CPD day – Phizzi Forces, which I had the pleasure of facilitating.
We spent the morning brushing up on subject knowledge up to GCSE level with the help of plenty of models and demos.
The hoverboard was a particular favourite…
Then in the afternoon we cracked open a Phizzi Forces resource box, and had a go ourselves with the equipment and
considered how best to use it in a classroom context. This was also an opportunity to discuss approaches for different
key stages, for instance some of the teachers were working in Early Years, and so were considering how best to inspire
our littlest physicists.
What impressed me most was how eager every single teacher was to push their understanding and really get to grips
with the big ideas. We touched on some pretty tricky concepts (e.g. spacetime!), but no one was put off – they relished
the challenge. Also, and this is truly a blessing to a CPD facilitator, they asked plenty of questions, which helped clear up
some misconceptions.
It was a privilege for me to work with such a fantastic, passionate group of teachers, and I cannot wait to facilitate more
CPD for the Ogden Trust! Enough from me, here’s what they thought of the day:
“Thanks, the sessions were amazing. I certainly learnt a lot”
“Do you have any other similar CPD days?”
“Informative and enjoyable” “Carole Kenrick was wonderful,
really helpful sharing of subject knowledge”
If you want to see what I get up to in my role as Scientist / Inventor
in Residence, I share updates and resources through my work
twitter feed @Lab_13Gillespie
Carole Kenrick
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Phizziology
Ridgeway
Academy
Eye Workshop
Students at Ridgeway Academy had
a fascinating talk and workshop with
Mr Joe Abbott, Consultant
Paediatric Eye Surgeon from
Birmingham Children's Hospital.
He taught them how to look after
their eyes, they
watched footage
of eye surgery and
they learned how
to dissect a real
eye!

Ogden Trust Primary Science Conference
At the end of February, the second Ogden Trust
Primary Science Conference for CPD was held,
at King Edward's School, Birmingham, and
organised by Wendy Cox, our National Primary
Science Consultant. Nearly 80 primary school
teachers visited KES for a day of 'Light & Sound'
CPD. #ogdenlightandsound.
Four workshops were held throughout the day,
including 'Light Fantastic', 'Sounds Amazing', 'Assessing Light & Sound Learning
through Enquiry' and 'Science Talk: Engage and Excite pupils through Science in the
Early Years’.
The day was designed to promote The Ogden Trust aim of ‘making physics matter in
primary science’. As well as walking away with increased subject knowledge,
delegates left with a gratnell 'Light' tray of resources, lots of ideas and of course a
copy of Phizzi News!
The day finished with an inspiring talk from Mr Joe Abbott, Consultant Paediatric Eye
Surgeon at Birmingham Children’s Hospital. He gave an informative presentation
(possibly not for the squeamish!) about eye surgery and how physics plays a huge
part in his career, This completed the conference with a practical application to the
learning.

!13
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Phizzi Frontiers
Space to Earth Challenge
Astronaut and Ogden Trust experts encourage students to ‘tri’
the Space to Earth Challenge
Schools across the United Kingdom are being invited to take part in a new
space race – to stride, swim, scoot and spin the 400km distance from the
International Space Station to Earth.
When Tim Peake moved into his new home in space – the ISS – he wanted children across the UK to exercise alongside
him as he trains two hours a day in the world’s highest and fastest-moving gym – travelling at 27,600 km per hour, and
circling the world every 90 minutes.
Tim Peake said:
“While exercising so far away in space I will have some amazing views, although I will miss the sights, sounds and fresh
air of planet Earth. I hope students across the UK will join me in my training and share what they see as they work out
back on Earth.”
Tim is especially keen on space-based training that will support his triathlon interests in cycling, running and swimming.
Schools taking part in the Space to Earth Challenge will be encouraged to create their own "spaceathlons” of a trio of
space, sport and science activities.
The distance of 400 km is just one of a series of space-themed sports and Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Mathematics (STEAM) challenges that students can try. The sports and science challenges have been designed by
experts from the University of Cambridge and University of Durham and astrophysicist and space ambassador Laura
Thomas.
Ogden Science Outreach Coordinator Dr Lorraine Coghill from the University of Durham has helped developed space
age materials-resources which will help students imagine how innovative new materials such as printable electronics,
and light and heat sensitive materials can be used to monitor the health of astronauts in the future. Dr Helen Mason
OBE had developed a range of activities linked with how astronauts and triathletes need to keep safe in the Sun and also
how the Sun will affect Tim’s mission. Other activities include looking at how gravity and forces affect sports and space,
and mathematics activities created with Kings College London. The choice of mathematics and physics activities has
been made to support the Principia Mission – named after Sir Isaac Newton, one of the most famous alumni of
Cambridge University.
Shrubland Street Primary School and their Phiz Lab is hosting one of the flagship Space to Earth Challenge events and
Ogden Trust and Primary Science Teaching Trust schools are leading the way in the challenge. Prizes on offer for the
schools who are most engaged include a visit to the European Astronaut Centre in Cologne and also a diving experience
with Blue Abyss where students can find out about how astronauts train for weightlessness.

Schools across the country can sign up for the FREE challenge and resources on: www.spacetoearthchallenge.org.uk

12
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Phizzi Frontiers
Tim Peake Primary Project
Join the ESERO-UK Tim Peake Primary Project to connect your school with British
astronaut Tim Peake’s mission to the International Space Station (ISS).
In December 2015 the European Space Agency (ESA) sent their astronaut, Tim Peake, to
the ISS for an exciting six month mission. ESERO-UK, the UK Space Education Office,
has created an exciting project for UK primary schools to get involved.
Why should you get involved?
The ESERO-UK Tim Peake Primary Project will use space to increase the engagement of
primary school children with science, numeracy and literacy. From September 2015 we
have been working with primary schools in order to increase:
•

enjoyment and engagement in all lessons using the context of space

•

confidence in learning science and working scientifically

•

knowledge of career opportunities available to pupils who study science and mathematics subjects

•

teacher confidence in teaching space topics

What will you do?
The ESERO-UK network of space ambassadors will help schools take part in a range of space activities that have been
created to support Tim’s mission to the ISS. These activities will also include professional development for teachers that will be
available locally and where possible delivered via INSET training. Example activities include:
•

free access to resources and activities developed to link with Tim Peake's mission

•

Astro Pi resources that help teach computing using a Raspberry Pi computer

•

help in achieving the Space Education Quality Mark

•

loans of a Space Case of resources to support teaching of materials

•

in-classroom support to deliver inspiring space lessons

•

teacher continuing professional development (CPD) delivered in school or online

Our space ambassadors are a group of experienced educators with a passion for space and include both space experts and
those from a teaching background. All activities run by our space ambassadors will be free for your school to take part in.
How can you take part?
The Tim Peake Primary Project has fully recruited for 2016. However, if you would be interested in taking part, please
complete our online application form to be added to our waiting list. If we are able to engage with your school we will be
in touch.

Once upon a Time….
The European Space Agency (ESA) has created a fantastic set of
videos to tell the story of the Rosetta Mission to land on a comet.
The videos are just beautiful and suitable for children from both KS1
and KS2. This will be a brilliant resource for some cross-curricular
work between Science and English. There are lesson plans,
resources and printables to build a 3D Rosetta model.
http://www.esa.int/Education/Teach_ht

http://www.esa.int/
Education/
Teach_with_Rosetta/
Once_upon_a_time

Space Camp UK
The Space Camp UK programme is in the
process of rolling out to 10 schools across the
UK. We look forward to seeing how these
schools get on with their first
camps in the Summer Term,
but for now why not take a look
at their new website:

www.spacecampuk.com
A ‘Let Teachers Shine’ Project
Supported by The SHINE Trust
www.spacecampuk.com
A ‘Let Teachers Shine’ Project(
!15
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Phizzi Family
Family Learning Night
St Margaret’s CE Junior School, Leamington Spa
St Margaret's Junior School held their first Family Learning Evening. Over 65 children and parents attended a fascinating
presentation about crash testing by Tim Lewis CEng MIMechE, principal engineer at JLR. Year 1 and 2 pupils from Briar
Hill Infant School and their parents were invited to join the St Margaret's families too.
Arshnoor, a year 4 student who attended, wrote a super account of the evening, this is part of it:
'When I went to the crash testing dummies presentation it was very interesting. We saw a real crash test dummy. Charlie
was its name. That was chosen because it worked for a boy or a girl! He or she represented a 6 year old for the crash
tests...There was a small experiment with bin bags and eggs...When the volunteer dropped an egg on an empty bin bag,
it broke...When an egg was dropped on a bin bag full of air it broke again...Lastly the bag was full of air but had holes so
it could SQUISH and the egg was as good as new! Air bags aren't about the bang but the squish.'
Following the talk, there was an opportunity for questions from both children and adults. Judging from the enthusiasm
(from adults and children), there would have been some interesting science and engineering conversations at home that
night!
We are all looking forward to our next Family Learning Evening scheduled for March.

Family Rocketry Workshops
Shrubland Street Primary School, held the first of its Space Camp workshops
for families. The Space Camp programme, organised by Ogden Teacher
Fellow Amanda Poole, has really caught the imagination of parents in a
school where they have historically stayed away. “Parents have not wanted to
leave when dropping off children for Space Camps and many have requested
that the school runs something for parents as well,” says Amanda.
The main Space Camp programme has already engaged parents because
every camp ends with children leading an assembly for their parents telling
them about their experiences – this has been great for the children to develop
confidence in their presentation skills but has also brought the parents in and
engaged them in their children’s learning.
“The rocketry workshop involved parents and children coming together to build a very tricky rocket (a real one with an
explosive motor),” explains Amanda. “It was challenging for all involved – particularly all that thinking so early on a
Saturday morning – but it was magic – such a lovely buzz of excitement and great collaboration between children and
parents. It was also great to see so many Dad’s who we don’t usually see in the week due to work commitments.” The
opportunity was open to all children from Year 1 to Year 6 and they are now looking forward to launching the rockets at
the end of this month.
As rocketry is a new string to the school’s bow, they approached the Aerospace Society
at Warwick University to help out – four of them kindly attended and really got involved
working with the families to build the rockets. “None of the students had done anything
like this before,” says Amanda, “but they were awesome and have now gone away with
one of the kits and photos of each stage of construction to develop an even better set of
instructions for future sessions – I guess that means they are coming back!”
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Phizzi Photos
darwin garden

If you would like to find out any more about Darwin's garden ideas, please email
Tom Holloway T.Holloway@hillcroftschool.org
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